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New tracking technologies developed

by CSIRO scientists may to help

prevent the disappearance of grey nurse

sharks from Australia’s eastern coast.

Using automated receiving stations and

acoustic transmitters, Dr John Stevens and

Barry Bruce of CSIRO Marine Research,

together with Dr Nick Otway of New South

Wales Fisheries, hope to determine the daily

and seasonal movements of grey nurse

sharks (Carcharias taurus) around colony

sites and during feeding excursions. This

information will allow managers to identify

the minimum effective size for protected

areas around grey nurse colonies.

‘Grey nurse sharks off New South Wales

have been protected since 1984, but their

numbers have continued to decline,’

Stevens says.

‘It has been estimated that there are less

than 1000 animals left in eastern Australian

waters, so there’s an urgent need to find

management measures that will allow the

population to recover. Areas around the

colonies may have to be closed, so we need

to know how big these areas need to be.’

The scientists aim to tag 10 sharks with

acoustic transmitters at each of two colony

sites along the New South Wales coast.

Receiving or ‘listening’ stations will then be

deployed at each site. Each time a shark

swims within range of a receiver, a signal

unique to each tag will be detected.

‘The sharks will be individually recognised

by their unique code and the receivers will

automatically log the time, date and

duration that tagged sharks visit the site,’

Bruce says.

This information will give the scientists an

idea of how long the sharks remain in the

colony, what time they leave and how long

they remain away. 

‘We know grey nurse sharks aggregate at

colony sites, but we don’t know how long

they spend within colonies, on a daily basis,’

Stevens says. ‘They’re likely to move away

from colony sites to feed, and this is when

they’re most vulnerable to incidental

capture, their primary threat.’

To find out where and how far the sharks

go when they leave the colony, the team

will use another type of acoustic

transmitter to track individual sharks for up

to 48 hours.

The acoustic transmitter, which sounds

the familiar ‘ping’ common in submarine

movies, will allow the scientists to follow the

shark from their boat. The transmitter also

has a depth sensor, providing information

about the shark’s swim depth.

‘These tracks will provide information on

the distance the sharks forage away from

their colony site during the night, and their

depth and swimming behaviour during

those periods,’ Stevens says. ‘This will

identify the critical area that grey nurse

sharks require around colonies to ensure

their protection.’

The results of the study, however, may not

provide an instant solution.

‘It may be that the area used by the sharks

is so big that it’s not practical to close,’

Bruce says. ‘But at least we will have defined

some of the parameters. So the people who

make decisions about how to protect the

sharks can see if the option is viable or if

some other solution is required.’

The research, which is funded by

Environment Australia’s Natural Heritage

Trust, is being conducted with the help of

dive groups to retrieve and re-deploy the

listening stations, and visually confirm the

presence of tagged sharks.

Contact: John Stevens, (03) 6232 5353,

john.d.stevens@csiro.au.

Wendy Pyper

s p e c t r u m

Tuning in to grey nurse conservation 

Despite their ferocious appearance, grey

nurse sharks are generally non-aggressive.

They feed primarily on fish.
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A team of scientists from CSIRO and

James Cook University has discovered

that upland rainforests in north

Queensland have a remarkable ability to

harvest water from the skies. 

Not content with waiting for rain, these

forests act as an aerial sponge, directly

intercepting cloud moisture in a process

known as cloud-stripping.

In highland regions more than 900

metres above sea level, low cloud, mist and

fog drift continually through resident

rainforests and condense on the trees,

causing moisture to run or drip down to

the ground. In this way, the cloud forest

harvests large volumes of water in addition

to that falling as rain.

The research team, led by Dr Paul

Reddell and Dr David McJannet of the

Cooperative Research Centre for Tropical

Rainforest Ecology and Management, used

a range of measuring devices to investigate

the phenomenon.

Collar gauges were fitted around trees to

measure stemflow, throughfall troughs

were placed under trees to measure water

dripping through the canopy, and

conventional rain gauges were put in

clearings. The rain gauge readings minus

throughfall plus stemflow gave the amount

of water stripped from clouds by the forest.

‘From our early work, it looks as if

rainforests, on average, contribute 10–25%

more water to the catchment above that

falling as rain,’ Reddell says. ‘That equates

to billions of litres of extra flow into

tropical river systems.’

Clearing rainforests cuts back the

quantity of moisture reaching the soil

because the contribution via cloud

stripping is lost. Conversely, replanting

trees should boost water inputs.

The researchers point out that global

warming is forecasted to push cloud banks

higher up the mountains, with a 1–2°C

temperature rise likely to raise the height of

the cloud layer by 100–200 m. This would

reduce the area of tropical-mountain

cloud forest in north Queensland by more

than 75%.

Contact: Paul Reddell, (07) 4091 8800

paul.reddell@csiro.au.

Steve  Davidson

A heavenly h a rves t

Peter Richardson of CSIRO Land and Water

attaches a collar gauge to a tree trunk to

measure stemflow.

One fish,
two fish
AUSTRALIA hosts no more than a

handful of freshwater sharks, sawfish

and rays, several of which are thought

to be endangered. Among them is the

spear-tooth shark (Glyphis spp).

In the past 20 years, some 20 spear-

tooth sharks have been recorded in the

rivers of Queensland and the Northern

Territory. But there have been no

systematic surveys of their numbers and

little study of their life cycle.

Dr John Stevens and Dr Peter Last of

CSIRO Marine Research hope to learn

more about the distribution and

ecology of these species

The survey and population assess-

ment, funded through Environment

Australia’s Natural Heritage Trust, will

involve CSIRO, the Museum and Art

Gallery of the Northern Territory, the

Northern Territory Fisheries Division,

the University of Western Australia, the

Queensland Department of Primary

Industries, Murdoch University and the

Queensland National Parks and

Wildlife Service.

Stevens says a better understanding

of the ecology of these freshwater

animals and their numbers will

underpin future conservation decisions.

Mist blowing through cloud forest at Mt Lewis,

Queensland. Such forests strip significant

quantities of moisture from mist and fog.
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